We demonstrate low-noise and efficient frequency conversion by sum-frequency mixing in a periodically poled LiNbO 3 (PPLN) waveguide. Using a 1556 nm pump, 1302 nm photons are efficiently converted to 709 nm photons. We obtain 70% conversion efficiency in the PPLN waveguide and >50% external conversion efficiency with 600 noise counts per second at peak conversion with continuous-wave pumping. We simultaneously achieve low noise and high conversion efficiency by careful spectral filtering. We discuss the impact of low-noise frequency translation on single-photon upconversion detection and quantum information applications. . These systems generally operate at different wavelengths; frequency conversion can be used to match the wavelengths. In frequency translation, signal photons (at angular frequency ω s ) interact with a strong pump (ω p ) to produce converted photons (ω c ), where ω c ω p ω s for upconversion or ω c jω p − ω s j for downconversion. The quantum state is preserved in both upconversion and downconversion [4] [5] [6] 12, 13] . Unfortunately, both are affected by undesirable processes that result in noise photons that appear even when there is no signal present. The main noise sources are spontaneous Raman scattering [2, 12, 14] and spontaneous parametric downconversion [15, 16] . Setting ω p < ω s [2, 14, 16] and increasing the separation between ω p and ω s [13, 14] can reduce noise counts. The spectra of noise photons are broad [14, 16] compared to that of the signal photons; hence, spectral filtering can reduce noise counts while maintaining high signal conversion. In this Letter, we compare different spectral filtering techniques for achieving low noise [i.e., low dark-count rates (DCRs)] and high system conversion efficiency. We focus on continuous wave (CW) upconversion, but the results can be applied to downconversion or temporally gated systems. Using a volume Bragg grating filter, we show >50% upconversion efficiency (excluding detector efficiency) with only 600 s −1 dark counts at maximum conversion. We studied upconversion in a periodically poled LiNbO 3 (PPLN), reverse-proton-exchanged waveguide [2, 14, 17] . 1302 nm signal photons were mixed with a strong 1556 nm pump beam to produced 709 nm photons using a PPLN waveguide (52 mm length, 13.5 μm grating period and 30°C temperature). The crystal end facets were antireflection coated for all wavelengths of interest. The waveguide input was fiber pigtailed with free-space coupling for its output. Signal photons were produced by a 200 MHz linewidth, attenuated CW laser, and combined with a 1556 nm CW pump amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) followed by three 1310 nm∕1550 nm wavelength-division multiplexers (WDMs) in series to reject any 1302 nm photons generated in the EDFA. An inline polarizer, a polarization controller, and a 1% tap coupler were used to monitor 
Frequency translation of photons is useful for both classical applications, such as sensitive detection of infrared (IR) photons [1] [2] [3] , and quantum applications, such as enabling hybrid quantum networks [4] [5] [6] . Photon wavelengths can be changed by efficient nonlinearoptical frequency conversion. Converting IR photons to the visible range, where simple and efficient Si avalanche photodiodes (APDs) are available, is attractive for fiberbased quantum communications and sensing. There has been increasing interest in frequency translation for quantum information applications. The quantum state of light, such as its photon statistics and nonclassical correlation properties, can be preserved while its wavelength is changed [4] [5] [6] . This process is an enabling technology for hybrid quantum systems [5] [6] [7] that combine the storage and processing properties of quantum dots [7] , atoms [8] , or ions [9, 10] , with the long-distance transmission capabilities of photons [11] . These systems generally operate at different wavelengths; frequency conversion can be used to match the wavelengths.
In frequency translation, signal photons (at angular frequency ω s ) interact with a strong pump (ω p ) to produce converted photons (ω c ), where ω c ω p ω s for upconversion or ω c jω p − ω s j for downconversion. The quantum state is preserved in both upconversion and downconversion [4] [5] [6] 12, 13] . Unfortunately, both are affected by undesirable processes that result in noise photons that appear even when there is no signal present. The main noise sources are spontaneous Raman scattering [2, 12, 14] and spontaneous parametric downconversion [15, 16] . Setting ω p < ω s [2, 14, 16] and increasing the separation between ω p and ω s [13, 14] can reduce noise counts. The spectra of noise photons are broad [14, 16] compared to that of the signal photons; hence, spectral filtering can reduce noise counts while maintaining high signal conversion. In this Letter, we compare different spectral filtering techniques for achieving low noise [i.e., low dark-count rates (DCRs)] and high system conversion efficiency. We focus on continuous wave (CW) upconversion, but the results can be applied to downconversion or temporally gated systems. Using a volume Bragg grating filter, we show >50% upconversion efficiency (excluding detector efficiency) with only 600 s −1 dark counts at maximum conversion. We studied upconversion in a periodically poled LiNbO 3 (PPLN), reverse-proton-exchanged waveguide [2, 14, 17] . 1302 nm signal photons were mixed with a strong 1556 nm pump beam to produced 709 nm photons using a PPLN waveguide (52 mm length, 13.5 μm grating period and 30°C temperature). The crystal end facets were antireflection coated for all wavelengths of interest. The waveguide input was fiber pigtailed with free-space coupling for its output. Signal photons were produced by a 200 MHz linewidth, attenuated CW laser, and combined with a 1556 nm CW pump amplified by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) followed by three 1310 nm∕1550 nm wavelength-division multiplexers (WDMs) in series to reject any 1302 nm photons generated in the EDFA. An inline polarizer, a polarization controller, and a 1% tap coupler were used to monitor The output of the PPLN waveguide was filtered with a prism pair, a holographic transmission grating (HTG), or a volume Bragg grating (VBG) (Fig. 1) . Upconverted photons were sent to a Si APD (PerkinElmer SPCM-AQR-16) preceded by a 20 nm bandpass filter (T 0.93) that blocked 778-nm second harmonic generated from the pump. The prisms were operated near Brewster's angle for low loss. An iris was placed 10 cm from the second prism to block noise photons. The HTG (Kaiser Optical Systems) diffracted s-polarized, 710 nm light with up to 90% efficiency and produced 0.37°∕nm angular dispersion. We tested two path lengths (1 and 4 m) between the HTG and the slit. The VBG (Optigrate) was 11 mm long and designed to reflect near 710 nm with full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) < 0.06 nm and diffraction efficiency of up to 95%. The upconverted beam was well collimated with a 1.1 mm 1∕e 2 intensity waist. The slit and iris slightly clipped the upconverted beam (3% reduction in transmission).
We measured external conversion efficiencies (η ext ) and DCRs using the different filtering setups. The PPLN waveguide produced 70% maximum conversion efficiency (including input and output coupling losses). The external conversion efficiency [12, 13] is the ratio of 709 nm photons just before the Si APD to the 1302 nm photons at the PPLN input (the 65% [12, 13] . DCRs were measured by the Si APD with signal photons blocked. We also calculated the signal-to-noise-count ratio (SNCR, the ratio of converted photons to noise photons), which normalizes out the detector efficiency. However, while SNCR is a convenient metric to characterize noise performance, it depends on the signal level (here, set to match quantum dot emission rates). Figure 2 plots measured η ext , DCRs, and SNCRs. A summary is presented in Table 1 . The shapes of the conversion efficiency curves were consistent across the experiments, indicating identical performance of the PPLN waveguide. Since maximum conversion occurred at P pump 120 mW, the normalized conversion efficiency [2] for the PPLN waveguide was 76% W −1 cm −2 . While prism filtering had the best external conversion (η ext up to 0.53), it also showed the highest DCR. VBG filtering had simultaneously high external conversion efficiency and low DCR; at maximum conversion, η ext 0.51 with only 600 s −1 dark counts. HTG filtering had the same η ext for the 1 and 4 m path lengths, but lower DCRs for the 4 m path. Figure 2 (c) plots the SNCRs. Maximum SNCR occurred below the point of maximum conversion. VBG filtering had the best SNCR with 540∶1 between 20 and 35 mW pump power, and 220∶1 SNCR at maximum conversion. At very low pump powers, the DCR approached 50 s −1 , which came from intrinsic dark counts of the Si APD and stray light.
Our results show that spectral filtering is an effective technique for reducing noise photons and improving SNCR. Filtering rejects the broadband noise photons that fill the upconversion acceptance bandwidth [2, 14, 17] . In Fig. 2(d) , we show system upconversion spectra measured by fixing the signal to 1302 nm and ≈15 μW power then sweeping the pump wavelength. Without filtering, the PPLN upconversion FWHM bandwidth near 709 nm was 72 pm or 43 GHz. Upconversion spectra using the prisms and HTG (1 m path) filters were identical to the unfiltered curve in Fig. 2(d) . Using the HTG with 4 m path length, the sidelobes of the upconversion spectrum were suppressed, while the VBG-filtered spectrum showed further narrowing. We estimated FWHM with the HTG (4 m) to be 66 GHz and with the VBG to be 24 GHz. For applications requiring high speeds or broad bandwidths [7] , less narrow spectral filtering or temporal gating may be employed to reduce noise counts.
Having low noise counts in frequency conversion is especially important for quantum information applications where correlations between photons must be preserved. The presence of noise photons causes errors and reduced visibility in correlation measurements. For this reason, SNCR is a useful metric. High-fidelity frequency conversion should have SNCR > 1. Taking the VBG example at peak conversion and including detector efficiency, the incident photon flux should be at least DCR∕η 600 s −1 ∕0.51⋅0.65 1810 s −1 to maintain SNCR > 1.
The requirements for classical applications (such as high sensitivity detection) are different. When only the signal amplitude matters, the background can be subtracted, and system noise comes from shot noise of the dark or background counts. A common metric for detectors is the noise equivalent power (NEP), which is defined as the incident power such that the detected signal is equal to the shot noise [2, 18] :
where e is the electron charge, I D is dark current (DCR I D ∕e), B is bandwidth, η is photon detection efficiency, and hν is photon energy. Dividing NEP by the photon energy yields the noise equivalent count rate (NECR):
Using η 0.51 · 0.65, DCR 600 s −1 and B 1 Hz, the NECR from Eq. (2) is 105 s −1 , which is much smaller than the incident count rate needed for SNCR > 1 calculated above. The requirements for high-fidelity quantum state conversion are significantly more demanding than those for low-noise classical light detection.
We show simultaneously high conversion efficiency and low noise-count rates that together produce high SNCR. Previous works have demonstrated low DCRs, but these have been achieved through filtering by a monochromator that also reduced conversion efficiency [19] or by using ultrashort pump pulses with 10 −4 duty cycle [20] . Recently, quantum-state-preserving frequency conversion has been demonstrated with good efficiency and SNCR. In [13] , η ext 0.4 was achieved with SNCR ≈ 100, corresponding to DCR at the detector ≈500 s −1 . Reference [12] observed η ext 0.32 with SNCR ≈ 20. The DCR measured by their detector was ≈400 s −1 , but was partially reduced by the low 12.2% detector efficiency. Our work compares favorably to these results.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that low-noise and high-efficiency frequency translation can be concurrently achieved by incorporating high-transmission, narrowbandwidth filters, such as VBGs. With VBG filtering, we observed 51% external conversion efficiency and DCR of only 600 s −1 , corresponding to SNCR of 220∶1 in a CW system. We note that temporal gating (natural for pulsed systems) can further improve SNCR. This device can be used both for efficient upconversion detection of IR photons, or for quantum-state-preserving frequency conversion of single photons and other quantum light sources.
